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The state budget deficit
By December 1992, the economy was in a shambles and

How 'shock therapy'
has ruined Russia

hyperinflation was explodind, as the Congress of People's
Deputies finally forced Yeltsln to dump Gaidar, though not
the reform. As a result of government decisions, domestic
I
oil prices increased between ecember 1991 and the begin-

by William Engdahl
It is now more than one year since the austerity program
known as "shock therapy" has been in place in Russia. The
program has been an unmitigated disaster, as the following
review documents.
OnJan. 2,1992, the new economic team ofRussianPresi
dent Boris Yeltsin announced dramatic measures of price de
control and other steps apparently intended to stop the collapse
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ning to unfreeze prices on 90% of consumer goods and 80%
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As in many other areas, the new government is adapt

ohtside instead of responding to

of industrial goods. On the rest, prices rose immediately by

ing to pressures from the

some 350%, by state fiat. By the end of thatJanuary, consum

the real challenges of the

er price inflation had increased 500%.

cial. This measure is being taken , first, because it is totally
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At the same time, to attack this state-created inflation

in line with the "single m rket" framework of the Maas

explosion, the state bank simply stopped printing money,

tricht treaty; second, beca se the German Bundesbank is

meaning prices on goods soared while money to buy the

demanding it; and third, b cause the "markets" expect it.

necessary goods contracted. The Russian Central Bank in the

In fact, without the
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first quarter of 1992 increased its interest rates to local (state
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owned) banks from 2% in late 1991 up to more than 80% by

on labor and industry in order to preserve the financial
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banks altogether, which meant that ruble credits for rebuild

anything. But in order to eventually create a European

ing industry were impossible to pay.
On Jan. 29, 1992, Gaidar and Yeltsin issued Presidential
Decree No. 65, which said, "Everyone has the right to trade
anywhere in whatever they wish." Unbridled free-market
chaos was unleashed, in the name of "economic reform."
At the same time, Gaidar liberalized foreign exchange and
foreign trade, allowing local producers to import and export
at will, with the exception of oil and gas. Gaidar's program
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European monetary institu ion must be set up. Byofficial
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'Price stability'
Article 105 of the Euro ean Union Treaty (Maastricht)

r
if to maintain price stability."
Edmond Alphandery, Fra�ce ' s new economics minister,

called for all export prices to rise to world market levels by

stipulates that "the princi al objective of the European

the end of 1993.
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To an increasingly desperate Russian population, the slo
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gans of Sachs's IMF "shock therapy" promised a miracle
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ning of 1993 by a staggering 85-fold, or 8,467%. Fuel for

problem was, the IMF made no provision for ensuring that

tractors or truck transport became prohibitive. This was part

Russia had functioning economic infrastructure in place be

of the IMF's "market price" demands.

forehand, so that the underlying reaspns for the budget deficit

The IMF also demanded, as a precondition to its "recom

could diminish along with the deficit. The result was predict

mending" release of the promised $24 billion of G-7 funds,

able chaos. On paper, the Gaidar government cut the state

that Russia dramatically cut its state budget deficit. The only

budget deficit. Its stated goal of zero deficit by April 1992

stability." So "price s tabi lity" is the watchword, as if this
were in itself an objective of economic policy, instead of
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on currencies and the main cause of monetary instability.
This exposes how a pseudo-technical argument cloaks
the hypocrisy presiding over the so-called depoliticization
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Not comparable to Germany
The argument of alignment wi h the Bundesbank is
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other colleagues, themselves all to ta lly immersed in the
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change rates: The Japanese examp e proves this, and no
Bank of Japan.
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In fact,this "fixation" on the Banque de France statute
is the pro of of what everyone knows but few are sa ying

France has made that kind of choic ,war has always been
.
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